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Part 1  Foreword

F ollowing Taiwan's WTO entry in 2002 , in an effort to excel Taiwan's

competitiveness and global image, and to maintain international

trade order, the Taiwan government has made several crucial efforts,

particularly emphasizing on the importance of intellectual property

rights (hereinafter collectively refer to as the Intellectual Property Rights

hereon).  The revision enlisted to Article 37 and the appendage of pro-

visions stipulated under Article 39-1 enlisted to the latest amendment

of the Customs Illicit Trafficking Crackdown Act, announced by presi-

dential order 09400004881 dated Jan. 19, 2005, are ample evidence of

the Taiwan government's determination in upholding and protecting

intellectual property rights.

The article intends to provide a broad profiling to the amended

Customs Illicit Trafficking Crackdown Act in anticipation to bring tan-

gible yield to Coast Guard agency associates who are at the frontline of

conducting illicit trafficking crackdown investigation and crackdown

work.
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Part 2  Grounds for the amendment

As can be extrapolated from the contents of Executive Yuan pub-

lic announcement Volume 93 of the 35th term of council records and

Volume 94 of the first session records are the fact that a number of ille-

gal export of counterfeit goods has been reported locally, the Taiwan

government, in search of enforcing intellectual property rights

protection, and lessening its probable impact to economic growth and

national competitiveness, has issued stepped-up severe administrative

penal code zeroing in on illegal import and export cases involving the

infringement of intellectual property rights.

Furthermore, with unscrupulous exporters who attempt to dis-

guise illicit goods, such as stolen cars in container-load of scrap metals

through untrue customs declaration documents, in order to curb the

spread of such criminal behaviors, the penal code governing the roof of

penalty fines has been brought up against such cases.

Part 3 Focus of the amendment

The current legislative amendment entails two parts, which are

amending provisions enlisted under par 2, Article 37 and ap-

pending provisions of Article 39; below provides a focus profil-

ing on the amendments as follows,

I. Amending par 2 of Article 37:

The main focus of the article's revision lies in modifying the

previous provisions governing the administrative fine of over

2,000 and up to 30,000, to up to 1 million N.T. dollars in bogusly

declared, forged inspection submission, modification, untrue

invoice/voucher filing or other illegal act in declaring and ship-

ping export cargoes to circumvent the inspection and camou-

flage illicit goods for export purpose; in which the revised legal

provisions provide no low lowest cap of the penalty fine lies in

how cases vary, and a fixed lower cap would poises to conflict

the percentage principle, hence the revised legal provision has

forfeited setting up a lower cap but leaving it for the adminis-

trative agencies to define a set of measured penalty criteria based

on the revised penalty clauses.
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II. Appending Article 39~1:

The Taiwan government, in search of infiltrating the illicit act

of intellectual property rights infringement and for maintain-

ing international trade order, has moved to append provisions

governing those that declare, transport, import or export goods,

other than genuine goods brought in through parallel import,

at risk of infringement patent claim, trademark claim or copy-

right claim a punitive fine rated to one to three times the value

of the goods in accordance with WTO intellectual property pro-

tocol guidelines, and subject to confiscating of the goods.  The

purpose of appending the article lies in providing a legal premise

that would serve to curtail the infringement of intellectual prop-

erty claim arisen from illicit importation or exportation, and in

search of cracking down import and export cases involving the

infringement of intellectual property rights by stepping up bor-

der control measures.

The passing of the article has been a negotiated version, contrast-

ing to the previous Executive Yuan proposal, which stipulates that any

infringement act, either by parcel post or passenger hand-carried goods,

that infringes intellectual property rights would be enlisted as subjects

punishable by the penal code.  Yet a majority of the lawmakers have

reckoned that such penal code may put the people's equity in grave

jeopardy during Legislative Yuan's plenary review sessions, being that

Taiwan's legislation governing intellectual property rights has it divided

into three categories of patent claim, copyright clam and trademark

claim, which all require incriminating elements; however, the Customs

Illicit Smuggling Crackdown Act is however running against the cur-

rent legal stipulations.  Moreover, the portion governing parallel im-

port of authentic goods that has also come to breach the legislative pur-

pose of the particular legal provision in instigating penal code against

counterfeit goods to better protect intellectual property rights, notwith-

standing that competent authorities at the Ministry of Economic Af-

fairs has already promulgated equivalent legal and regulatory

provisions, hence the article has been proposed through negotiations

for amending the article enlisted in the prior proposal and pending its

passage through the third and final legislative reading.
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Part 4   Strategic implementations

The administration has identified its missions following the revi-

sion of the foresaid legal provisions in conjunction its jurisdictional se-

curity inspection work throughout Taiwan's jurisdictional water terri-

tories and at various harbors and ports, focusing on the limited three-

way access which concerned the responsibility of the administration, in

which personnel in charge of these area need to be well versed in the

following areas,

I. Stepping up awareness education and campaigning:

In stipulating the punitive action against the act of smuggling

counterfeit goods, the competent government authorities of all

levels are to promote the awareness through various gathering

functions that would familiarize the associates with stipulations

that fully comply with the last revised legal provisions.

II. Practicable personnel training:

With technology undergoing leaps and bounds making the qual-

ity of counterfeit goods almost nearly as good as the genuine

articles, this presents a need to step up administration associ-

ates' ability to tell fake goods from the real ones in an attempt to

discern the configuration and style of genuine goods through a

host of counterfeit crackdown experience, with experience shar-

ing with other relevant law enforcement agencies, to truly infil-

trate the crime.

III. Improving investigation and crackdown techniques:

At present, administration associates have consistently heeded

to a public convenience approach in work execution and to fa-

cilitate various filing processes by cutting down the operating

time in order to offer greater convenience to the public to de-

vise techniques in how best to screen out suspicious individu-

als through dialoging, written review or other means that would

help the administration discern and gather criminal facts and

evidence, which still depend on routine professional training

and experience sharing.

Part 5   Conclusion

Cracking down illicit trafficking moves remains one of the vital

functions and missions of Taiwan's Coast Guard agency, and the better

that administration associates are able to discern and interpret the legal

provisions the better they are in a position to enforce the law of a pro-

portional principle to effective infiltrate the crime.

(The author is currently a military instructor with Coastal Patrol Direc-

torate General Training Center)
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Annexed tables:  Comparison table on amended provisions of Article 37 and Article 39~1 of the Customs Illicit
Trafficking Crackdown Act

  Legislative articles that passed through the third legislative reading

Article 37 Those declaring and shipping imported or exported cargoes that fall under the following described scenarios,

may depending on the severity of the incident, be levied with a punitive fine rated at twice to five times the value of the

goods, and/or subject to the seizure or confiscation of the cargoes,

1. Falsely declare the name, quantity or weight of the cargo being transported.

2. Falsely declare the quality, value or specification of the cargo being transported.

3. Submit forged, tempered or untrue invoices or vouchers.

4. Any other illegal acts.

Those declaring and shipping imported or exported cargoes that fall under any one of the foresaid circumstances are pun-

ished by punitive fine of up to one million N.T. dollars, and subject to the confiscation of whose cargo.

In the wake of the foresaid incidents that involve civil or criminal liabilities, the offender shall face corrective action pre-

scribed under par 1 and par 3 of the preceding paragraph.

Those filing for tax credit on imported raw materials for re-export goods, in which the goods shipped should fall under any

one of the circumstances described in the preceding paragraph, are punishable by punitive fine rated two to five times the

value of the tax credit premium, and subject to the confiscation of the cargo.
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Article 39~1

Those whose declared and shipped import/export cargoes that go beyond parallel import of genuine goods and are infring-

ing patent claim or trademark claim or intellectual copyright claim, are punishable by a punitive fine rated one to three times

the value of the goods, and subject to confiscation of the goods, except under circumstances where specific stipulations have

been specified by other relevant laws and regulations.

  Amended legislative articles

Article 37 Those declaring and shipping imported or exported cargoes that fall under the following described scenarios,

may depending on the severity of the incident, be levied with a punitive fine rated at twice to five times the value of the

goods, and/or subject to the seizure or confiscation of the cargoes,

1. Falsely declare the name, quantity or weight of the cargo being transported.

2. Falsely declare the quality, value or specification of the cargo being transported.

3. Submit forged, tempered or untrue invoices or vouchers.

4. Any other illegal acts.

Those declaring and shipping imported or exported cargoes that fall under any one of the foresaid circumstances are pun-

ished by punitive fine of up to one million N.T. dollars, and subject to the confiscation of whose cargo.

In the wake of the foresaid incidents that involve civil or criminal liabilities, the offender shall face corrective action pre-

scribed under par 1 and par 3 of the preceding paragraph.

Those filing for tax credit on imported raw materials for re-export goods, in which the goods shipped should fall under any

one of the circumstances described in the preceding paragraph, are punishable by punitive fine rated two to five times the

value of the tax credit premium, and subject to the confiscation of the cargo.

Article 39~1

Those attempting to declare, transport, post forward import/export goods that go beyond parallel import of genuine goods

and are infringing patent claim or trademark claim or intellectual copyright claim, are punishable by a punitive fine rated

one to three times the value of the goods, and subject to confiscation of the goods.

Current legislative articles

Article 37 Those declaring and shipping imported or exported cargoes that fall under the following described scenarios,

may depending on the severity of the incident, be levied with a punitive fine rated at twice to five times the value of the

goods, and/or subject to the seizure or confiscation of the cargoes,

1.  Falsely declare the name, quantity or weight of the cargo being transported.

2. Falsely declare the quality, value or specification of the cargo being transported.

3. Submit forged, tempered or untrue invoices or vouchers.

4. Any other illegal acts.

Those declaring and shipping imported or exported cargoes that fall under any one of the foresaid circumstances are pun-

ished by punitive fine of at least NT$2,000 and up to NT$30,000, and subject to the confiscation of whose cargo.

In the wake of the foresaid incidents that involve civil or criminal liabilities, the offender shall face corrective action pre-

scribed under par 1 and par 3 of the preceding paragraph.

Those filing for tax credit on imported raw materials for re-export goods, in which the goods shipped should fall under any

one of the circumstances described in the preceding paragraph, are punishable by punitive fine rated two to five times the

value of the tax credit premium, and subject to the confiscation of the cargo.
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  Footnote

The Executive Yuan proposal:

1. No amendment is made to par 1.

2. Par 2 of the existing article has taken to a fixed sum of penalty fines.  In response to changing times, and to step up

deterring falsely declared exports of illicit goods, such as stolen cars, cancel lower limitations of fine, and raise the

upper  limitations of fine to one million dollars .

3. No amendment is made to par 3.

4. No amendment is made to par 4.

The review board:

The resolution is passed as is.

The Executive Yuan's proposal:

1. The provision has been newly appended.

2. In search of stepping up cracking down the illegal act of intellectual property rights infringement, an across-board

inspection and crackdown against import/export cases involving the infringement of intellectual property rights on

declared and shipped cargoes, or post forwarded or passenger hand carried cargoes at risk of infringing intellectual

property rights, is clearly stipulated in written legal provision to facilitate the Customs' implementing the law

enforcement, and in search of effective curtailing various illegal acts, by which the article has been introduced and

appended.

The review board:

The article has been passed through plenary discussions among all legislative branches.

The article has been passed as shown above.


